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East Iowa Plastics, Inc.’s SDEIP48X19X11 PAKSTER™ Sun Deflector

East Iowa Plastics, Inc. designed the SDEIP48x19x11 Sun Deflector to be used with several European style wall inlets. This Sun Deflector measures 48” x 19” x 11”.

East Iowa Plastics, Inc. has been manufacturing and selling Sun Deflectors since 2003 to help poultry producers address the challenges of keeping broiler houses dark when the sidewall inlets open to allow for ventilation. Even when your inlets are wide open to provide maximum ventilation, our Sun Deflectors will allow sufficient airflow while effectively reducing light infusion.

This product is made from the finest materials available, using High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS) with a Korad Acrylic veneer on the outside surface. It is this acrylic veneer that gives this product its long life, it is nearly indestructible to sunlight and any other weatherability issues. Korad Acrylic is heavily used in the agricultural implement and trucking industries (cabs and hoods). Not only will this Sun Deflector last nearly indefinitely, it will also look as good as the day you bought it.

East Iowa Plastics manufactures four other sizes of Sun Deflectors in addition to the SDEIP48x19x11. All of our Sun Deflectors can be seen on our website: www.eastiowaplastics.com.

Please visit us at Booth B5717 at the 2022 IPPE.

We can make custom Sun Deflectors to meet your unique need!

PAKSTER™: The first name in plastic poultry products